The reality is — data breaches can occur even when you pass an audit. The bare minimum is not enough.

12% of users that passed compliance audits, expected re-attack in 2021.

28% of senior leaders would not entrust their personal data to their organization.

Your Encryption is Only as Good as Your Key Management

59% using encryption
52% using key management
5% recommend a move to BYOK and HYOK

Increase Security by Including Data Security Platforms (DSP) in your Cybersecurity Mesh Architecture

30% of enterprises will have adopted DSP by 2024 due to pent-up demand for higher levels of data security and the need to remain compliant.

32% DSPs that focus on advanced controls (encryption, tokenization, data masking) can help address multiple use cases.

Using common operational capabilities across on-premises and cloud resources can help tame hybrid complexity.

For more information visit Thales’s CipherTrust Data Security Platform

Discover, Protect and Control Your Data Anywhere

Key Management, Discovery, Classification, Risk Analysis...